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Mod 74

Mod 74 has been raised for all classic Europas fitted with foam filled wings. The mod calls for a new wing rear attachment pin with a longer threaded portion, and a nut and washer added behind the inboard flap hinge-plate. This applies to all classic wings. In addition, for those classic winged aircraft which have not been fitted with Mod 52 (weight upgradeMod), a tie bar is introduced between the 2 rear wing attachment sockets.

We have created two Mod kits:
**Mod 74 Kit** – for aircraft without Mod 52
**Mod 74 Post Mod 52** – for aircraft which have Mod 52 installed.

The kits contain all the parts specific to the Mod, including hardware, but do not include general materials such as ‘uni’, ‘bid’ resin, flox, etc., since many builders will have such items already.

We anticipate that supplies of the Mod kits will be available from approx. August 9th.

The price of **Mod 74 Kit** is £89.00 plus VAT and delivery.
The price of **Mod 74 post Mod 52** is £40 plus VAT and delivery.